ALFRED KINSEY, ANAL SEX AND KINK

• Warning: graphic content

THE HARD SCIENCE ON SEX AND ITS IMPACT
ON CHILD AND ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT

• Father of the Sex Revolution, d. 1956, thinking he had failed.
• Kinsey’s programme: The ‘liberation’ of sex from its ignorant, guiltridden, unhappy past through ‘science’ and the promotion of
happy, healthy, inhibition-free sexuality.

• Kinsey’s ideology: Spread via Playboy [pornography], sexual
‘health’ organisations like the IPPF [International Planned
Parenthood Federation] and Comprehensive Sexuality Education
[CSE].

LOOKING CLOSER: KINSEY’S IDEOLOGY
• ‘Fornicate early; fornicate often; fornicate in every possible way’

• For Kinsey, ‘all types of sexual activity---sex with the opposite sex, sex
with the same sex, sex with both sexes, sex with children, sex with
whips and chains, fisting sex, sex with animals---any kind of sex was
normal and common [and good]’, Dr Charles Socarides
• Kinsey practiced what he preached, with hundreds+ of (mostly male)
sexual partners etc. He struggled with impotence.

• Pornography is vital as the gateway to actual sex, and tutors, grooms
and grants permission

AND YET MORE
• Kinsey was a sex addict whose PR spin (AKA ‘research’),
aided by mainstream media, duped a gullible public.
‘Liberating’ sex à la Kinsey has contributed to massive
increases in STIs, illegitimacy, rape, child sex abuse and
family breakdown. His ‘research’ on child sexuality--children are sexual beings---was obtained from close
contact with several pedophiles who timed these
experiments with a stop watch. It has not been replicated
elsewhere: e.g. Table 34.

A KEY FACTOR IN CSE: KINSEY’S ‘RESEARCH’
ON CHILD ‘SEXUALITY’: TABLE 34

KINSEY’S MASOCHISM AND YOUNGSTERS
• Why did Kinsey interpret babies’ and children’s tears,
hysteria and fighting the paedophile ‘partner’ as
orgasms? BC of his own masochism
• Also, using this ‘data’ is like using rapists’ experiences to
analyse women’s sexuality
• No child psychologist or educational theorist in the 20th
C. except Kinsey has advocated sex for children

• Kinsey was actually an entomologist. He collected millions of
wasps; he knew aspects of human biology but little
psychology. He was a masochist who experienced orgasm by
inserting foreign objects up his urethra (which he had
enlarged by cutting) while masturbating. Beginning with
straws, he moved to small then larger pipecleaners, pencils
and finally toothbrushes (including the brush end!)
• Kinsey understood the twin processes of de-sensitization and
escalation. He once warned: ‘Tell your sadomasochist friends
to observe great caution. The human body adjusts rapidly and
the levels [needed for orgasm] are capable of escalating
rapidly’ (James Jones, Kinsey, 610).

• Kinsey removed his foreskin with a pocketknife (without anaesthesia!)
• Kinsey would tie a rope around his scrotum and tug hard while
masturbating; also (as noted) he inserted hard foreign objects up his
urethra while masturbating. He relished being filmed in action. In fact
being filmed having sex was part of his ‘research’ team’s remit.

• A very low point came in 1954 after his funding request was refused by
the Rockefeller Foundation. In his basement office, Kinsey ‘tied a strong
tight knot around his scrotum with one end of the rope dangling from
the [ceiling] pipe overhead. The other end he wrapped around his
hand. Then he climbed up on a chair and jumped off, suspending
himself in midair’ (Jones, 738-9).

ANAL SEX: DANGEROUS FOR ANY INDIVIDUAL
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• The Age of Consent in the UK: legally 16, but
13 or increasingly down to 11 or lower if the
sex is ‘consensual’ and involving minimal age
differentials.
• According to Brook’s ‘traffic light tool’, for
13- to 17-year-olds, ‘normal’ behaviour
includes pornography and consensual oral or
penetrative vaginal and/or anal sex with
same or opposite sex partners.

Are you ready for sex?

‘Rimming
Rimming is when someone
uses their mouth and tongue
to explore someone else’s
bum. You might cringe at the
very thought, but some
people enjoy it. Some guys
rim as it helps them to relax
before penetration. It may be
a good idea to prepare
yourself before you get
rimmed, and your partner*
may find this better too. You
can do this just by having a
wash or shower beforehand.’

‘Something to get
anal about...
Lots of people have anal sex and
for many reasons; some do it as it
feels like they can get really close
to their partner*, and some do it
simply for pleasure.

You might hear guys saying they
are a Top or they are a Bottom, or
some even say they’re Versatile –
these are all preferred ‘roles’.
There are no rules as to which one
you should choose to be, nor is
there a rule to say you can’t
change your mind. It’s all about
preference and keeping yourself
safe and happy.’

HOW IS ANAL SEX ‘HEALTHY?’
• Increasingly youngsters of both sexes are exploring anal sex. The
known outcomes for MSMs [men who have sex with men] indicate
serious challenges especially for the more vulnerable teen (e.g. their
still developing PFC, developed limbic/amygdala (pleasure centre) and
higher levels of sex hormones, for instance).
• Even when MSMs use condoms, according to the BMJ (8 Aug 2015)
HIV transmission was reduced by 64%, and other STIs by 42%.
• STIs overrepresented in the MSM community. 2% of the pop (ONS
2017), 51% of new HIV, 65% increasingly-hard-to-treat new
Gonorrhoea and 82% new Syphilis cases (2018).

HEALTHY?
• Other health issues for MSM, according to the medical health
guide, the Sandyford Protocols (Glasgow): MSM are at risk for
Hepatitis A (epidemic levels in places, often linked to
anonymous/group sex); Hepatitis B (frequent partner exchange,
not ‘orientation’ per se); also Hepatitis C esp. for HIV+MSM. Also
other infections like Shigella from anal-oral activity, Herpes and
Chlamydia.
• https://www.sandyford.org/media/2567/msm-ceg-july-2015.pdf
• The GMFA partners with the NHS and Public Health England.
https://www.gmfa.org.uk/Pages/Category/stis

HEALTHY?
• According to the Sandyford Protocols, there are
risks of ‘anal sphincter disruption. Symptoms: faecal
leakage; moist seepage; not normally caused by anal
sex unless fisting. Treatment: local measures –
hygiene, incontinence aids [i.e nappies]; various
surgical procedures, results often disappointing’.
• https://www.sandyford.org/media/2567/msm-cegjuly-2015.pdf

HEALTHY?
• ‘Overall MSM have a higher relative risk of anorectal cancers,
estimated in one study at 12.4%’.
https://www.sandyford.scot/media/2567/msm-ceg-july2015.pdf
• Poppers or drugs from the alkyl nitrite family are used to
relax the anal sphincter for easier sex, but also they ‘expand
your blood vessels inside the arse, the chance of anal
bleeding increases and makes it easier for HIV to enter the
blood stream. Poppers can also influence you to have
rougher sex, like fisting, which also increases the chance of
bleeding’. https://www.gmfa.org.uk/poppers
•

WHY IS ANAL SEX SO HAZARDOUS?
• The presence of M or microfold cells everywhere which
transport HIV etc to the lymphatic system and from there,
out to the rest of the body.
• Higher pH, which does not inactivate HIV.

• Only one cell thick, fragile rectal/anal membrane.
• Tissue microtears are common and access to the blood
stream easy.
• Stool: Contains pathogens like Salmonella, Shigella, Hep.
A, B, C, Giardia etc.

•

and

KINK AS ORIENTATION, IDENTITY
AS WELL AS LIFESTYLE. LIKE
ANAL SEX, BDSM IS WIDELY
PRACTICED.

KINK
• Though not all MSMs practice kink, there is overlap. See for instance
MSM sexual health authority, the GMFA:
https://www.gmfa.org.uk/fs139-hard-sex-exposed. See also
https://www.hardcell.org.uk/playroom/ [Terrence Higgins Trust:
Warning, graphic].
• For heterosexuals, ‘Fifty Shades of Grey’, is said to be something of a
primer, which combines violent sex inflicted on Ana within a marriage,
and birth of a child.

KINKSTERS
• Though various terms are used to describe it, kink is sometimes
spoken of as a sexual ‘orientation’. Research indicates early
awareness (@ 5-10 years of age), often followed by self
identification and activity in a kink community. BDSM---bondage,
domination, sadomasochism---features in kink: physical control
and pain being vital to sex. Urine, faeces and ejaculate (sperm)
‘play’ is often involved. Fetishes, also part of kink, involve specific
non-genital body parts, fabrics, fluids etc. in sex.
https://www.ncsfreedom.org/

IN THE UK
In countless UK primary
school libraries: This day in
June – Year 6 – 10 to 11s.
Promoting participation in Gay
Pride marches, where
‘Leather’ gets a special
mention, part of the larger
LGBT project of ‘usualizing’
and ‘actualising’.

IS THIS SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN?
LONDON GAY PRIDE

BDSM: FROM RECENT BERLIN,
ELY AND TORONTO PRIDES

FROM SEXWISE
• For post-pubertal 13s
• May’s Government
recommended (2018) this
sexual ‘health’ resource
• See also its other sex list, ‘Yes
No Maybe’ (next slides)
• Both are links from
https://www.sexwise.fpa.org.
uk/blog/can-lists-make-yoursex-life-better

HTTP://WWW.THATOTHERPAPER.COM/FILES/YES_NO
MAYBE.PDF

WHAT TURNS YOU ON? YET MORE EXCERPTS FROM
‘YES NO MAYBE’
• Bruises Cages (locked inside of) Chains Cock worship Double penetration Face
slapping Fisting Flogging Following orders Foot worship Gags (cloth/tape) Hair pulling
Nipple play/"torture" Oral/anal play (rimming) Outdoor sex Pain (mild to severe)
Pussy/cock whipping/spanking Rubber/latex clothing Spreader bars Strap-on dildos
Swallowing semen Swapping (with one other couple) Swinging (multiple couples)
Triple Penetration Video (recordings of you) Video (watching others) Voyeurism
(watching others) Whips.
• But thankfully, health and safety gets a mention at the end! ‘Allergies Medical
conditions Aftercare issues Other fun stuff/ideas’.

WHY IS KINK SO RISKY FOR YOUNGSTERS?
• Promotion by sexual ‘health’ experts of taboo-breaking with no apparent realization of what may
befall those who take the advice. For instance, we teach youngsters to wash their hands after
going to the loo. Why would any adult tutor them in playing with their poo instead? Is kinksters’
poo somehow bacteria-free and ‘healthy’?
• Youngsters are physically, mentally and psychologically unready to have sex, any kind of sex,
much less SMBD. Their bodies, minds and sexualities are still forming. To normalize
pain/power/extreme acts as part of sex ‘play’ for them is profoundly irresponsible. Who knows
where this will lead, except for the need to increase the pain levels in order to have a sexual
release (as Kinsey himself admitted)?
• There is no pretence of love, marriage, family: it is all about higher and more intense orgasms.
Given the developed adolescent amygdala (pleasure centre) and the still developing PFC (with its
evaluation/judgement, delayed gratification, impulse control etc), youngsters are at a huge
disadvantage vis-à-vis the more responsible decisions which their adult selves might make. What
is even worse is that they do not realize their vulnerability.

KINK AND RISK
• The gay authors of the seminal ‘After the Ball’, Kirk and Madsen, sounded a similar alarm to
Kinsey. According to them, centres in the brain for pain and sex were physically proximate.
They believed SMBD was hazardous and a dead end. And they were writing to adults, not
adolescents with still developing bodies, minds and identities.
• Corroboration for the addictive nature of ‘hard sex’, a similar term for SMBD, is found in the
GMFA: ’Nearly all of the men in this feature said that the sex they are having is addictive.
They look for the next thrill and are constantly trying to outdo their last experience.’ Indeed,
‘almost everyone we spoke to said that they found this kind of sex addictive, with the
majority saying they no longer enjoy vanilla [plain anal] sex.’ https://www.gmfa.org.uk/fs139hard-sex-exposed

KINK AND RISK
• More from GMFA:
• ‘I [Pink therapist, Dominic Davies] do sometimes hear about people rupturing
internal organs from violent punch fisting, and this is where having chem sex
can be an issue, in that it alters one’s pain levels and one’s capacity for
thinking clearly about what is safe and sane and healthy. It’s well known that
people are more likely to take risks because of the disinhibition they feel
when on drugs, and when you combine this with the anesthesia that might
come from being high on [SM-produced] endorphins then it is a potent
combination for potential physical damage’. https://www.gmfa.org.uk/fs139hard-sex-exposed

